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The statistics would lead us 
to believing that everything is 
the same



The role of visualization systems is to provide visual representations of datasets that 
help people carry out tasks more effectively.

external representation: 
replace cognition with 
perception
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[Cerebral: Visualizing Multiple Experimental Conditions on a 
Graph with Biological Context. Barsky, Munzner, Gardy, and 
Kincaid. IEEE TVCG (Proc. InfoVis) 14(6):1253-1260, 
2008.]

The role of visualization systems is to provide visual representations of datasets that 
help people carry out tasks more effectively.
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http://www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/imager/tr/2008/cerebral/
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~barskya
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~tmm
http://www.cmdr.ubc.ca/~jennifer/
http://rkincaid.net/


How to create effective data visualizations

Understand what you are visualising,  
why you are visualising it,  

and how you can do it.



Data/task abstraction

Visual encoding/interaction idiom

Algorithm

Domain situation
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What are you visualising?



Why are you visualising this?



How can you visualise it?



We have to be careful when mapping  
data to the visual world

Some visual channels are more effective for some  
data types over others.



Stevens, 1975

Our perception system does not always behave linearly.

Some stimuli are perceived less or more than intended.





Positions

Rectangular 
areas 

(aligned or in a 
treemap)

Angles

Circular 
Areas

Cleveland & McGill’s  Results (1984)

Heer and Bostock Crowdsourced Results (2010)

1.0 3.01.5 2.52.0
Log Error

1.0 3.01.5 2.52.0
Log Error



How you formulate elements also matters

Our visual system makes relative comparisons (except for position)



Limiting what we can do with colour



8 values

20 values

Limiting what we can do with colour





Obscuring how we interpret size



36px

Obscuring how we interpret size
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4 values Unordered Unaligned

11 values Unordered Unaligned

Obscuring how we interpret length



Bringing it all back together



Data/task abstraction

Visual encoding/interaction idiom

Algorithm

Domain situation
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A framework for creating better data visualizations

Data/task abstraction

Visual encoding/interaction idiom
Justify design with respect to alternatives

Domain situation
Observe target users using existing tools

Algorithm

Measure adoption

Observe target users after deployment (field study)

Analyze results qualitatively

Measure human time with lab experiment (user study)

        Measure system time/memory

        Analyze computational complexity

Tamara Munzner, The Nested Model



Munzner.  A K Peters Visualization Series, CRC Press,  Visualization Series, 2014.
Visualization Analysis and Design.

More??
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Additional Examples



Example

Sequence logo redesign
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Cell Chromosome DNA mRNA
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Cell Chromosome DNA mRNA Translation

Primer
From DNA to Protein

Peptide ChainFrom http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amino_acid 



Cell Chromosome DNA mRNA Translation
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Cell Chromosome DNA mRNA Translation

http://web.sls.hw.ac.uk/teaching/Derek_J/A13MM1-web/Lectures/files/protein_folding/index.html
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Cell Chromosome DNA mRNA Translation

http://web.sls.hw.ac.uk/teaching/Derek_J/A13MM1-web/Lectures/files/protein_folding/index.html

Primer
From DNA to Protein

Peptide Chain3D Protein

Protein Structure provides 
domains that bind to DNA, 
RNA, other Proteins, and 
drugs, etc.



Probability EntropySequences

Less uncertainty, 
higher bars.

Bits = Log2(A)

A = Alphabet size
Amino Acids = Log2(20) = 4.32

DNA/RNA = Log2(4) = 2

What are they?



Previous version…



1. Letters occupy different areas

2. Arrangement of letters makes it 
difficult to compare between 
positions (stacking)

3. Seeing smaller changes in 
variance is not easy across 
sequences

4. Interpreting reason for change is 
not easy without knowledge of each 
residue’s characteristics

The problem…



Encoding Side-chain Charge VariationHydrophobicity

My Solution



Using full blocks instead of letters reduces perception 
problems with the old technique whereby more dense letters 
will be perceived better than less dense letters, e.g Q 
versus I. 

Space filling instead of just typography

Encoding



Encoding

Top amino acids aligned to top to aid better comparison between positions. 
e.g. comparing S versus R in the old sequence logo is difficult due to letters 
below S making it taller than R.



New version

Evaluated with over 40 domain experts who overwhelmingly 
preferred the new version, and mis-reads were reduced.
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